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Islandization of terrestrial protected areas (in review)

Twenty-year trend in protected area islandization across the world’s biomes.
From 2001-2020, half of protected areas (51%) exhibited a significant positive
increase in habitat edges along boundaries that met unprotected land, signaling a 20-
year loss in habitat continuity (n = 4,466). Thirty percent of protected areas
exhibited a significant decreasing trend, while the remainder showed no change.



Major urban market (N = 51)

Rural or small urban market (N = 56)

The Bushmeat Monitoring Network

* Locations are approximate





Spatial patterns of African wildlife consumption
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Ecological consequences of fences

Alex McInturff

Christine Wilkinson





30 x 30 is the boldest and largest 
commitment to (land, carbon 
and biodiversity) conservation in 
human history



WHAT is being protected?
WHERE is it being protected?
HOW is it being protected?
and What defines ‘protected’?

WHO is at the 
table for each of 
these decisions?

Millie Chapman

What is the potential contribution of 
private land conservation towards 
biodiversity and carbon storage goals?



Chapman et al., In review



Easement mean < Fee mean (richness and carbon) 
Easement mean > Fee mean (carbon, not richness) 
Easement mean > Fee mean (richness, not carbon) 
Easement mean > Fee mean (richness and carbon) 

Chapman et al., In review

In 39/50 states, conservation easements have higher mean 
richness and/or carbon density values than fee owned 

protected areas 







Thank you!
brashares@berkeley.edu
ds4e.berkeley.edu

AI to assist conservation decision-making in: 

• Spatial prioritization and design of new 
conservation investment, including restoration

• Spatial and temporal prioritization for 
management and monitoring in traditional and 
non-traditional conservation lands

• Lowering barriers to accessibility and application 
of products to streamline and democratize data 
collection, classification and visualization

Protected area and private land conservation + 
community engagement
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